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For a given prime p, we construct a collection of T? matroids G,_ with (1) &G,.,) = {p}, 
and (2) GP,= is an excluded minor for rational represe&+bility. The motivating constructiogj 
(Section 2) disproves a conjecture of Reid [4], using relatively high-rank, high-cardinality 
matroids. The general construction (Section 3) makes use of ordered partitions (X-~(G) denotes 
the prime-field characteristic set of G, i.e., the set of prime fields over which G may bt: 
represented, while G can be represented over fields of no other characteristic.) Finally, sectioil 
4 offers another construction with the same properties--a kind of projective dual to Section 2. 

1. Inaction 

We assume the reader is familiar with the definition of a matroid and some of 
the basic terminology associated with matroids. An introduction to matroid theory 
can be found in Cl] or [S], e.g. 

A matroid M is representable or coordinatizable over a field F if there is a map 
4 : M+ V, V an F-vector space, such that I is independent in M iff iI\= I&I)1 
and 4,(I) is linearly independent in V. We say that d(M) is a ctirdinatization or a 
tqmsentition of M over E 

The characteristic set x(M) of a matroid M is the (possibly empty) set of field 
characteristics over which M can be represented. This’ contrasts with the definition 
of a prime-field characteristic set. A set of field characteristics x&U) is the 
prime-field characteristic set of a matroid M if, for each characteristic in x(M), M 
can actually be represented over the prime field of that characteristic. Hence 
every matroid has a characteristic set (i.e., x(M) exists for any matroid M) but not 
every matroid has a prime-field characteristic set. Although this definition may 
seem unnatural, it has the advantage that general theorems which hold for x&f) 
also hold for x*(M) (since x,,(M) is a characteristic set). If .ve are to define a 
(weak) prime-field characterisiic set of M as simply the set of primes p with Iti 
representable over F,.,, then there are examples of matroids which wou.ld have 
infinite, but not cofinite such sets (see [1, Exercise 14’ 03 p. 99& This weak set 
seems “less interesting’ than the definition given, since whether ox not p is in the 
prime-field. characteristic set of M should depend on intrinsic properties of thz 
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The problem +of find.@g pr%ue-field characteristic sets is clos&y tied to questions 
amcerniug cx&uIed or forbid&n minors. A matroid G is an excIud& or 
fod&+m m@+? +i +miiii$#~b~ ix& q Se19 r5; it G: cannot ‘be represented over 
F but4u4y milmr of G carI be. 

For p prime; consi&r ;th@ set, of (non-isomorphic) matroids G satisfyiug: 
(!?,I,G is ~@pr!+r$$#!~ ;J?p ‘alrd ‘_ 
(2) G is’s forbidden’minor for’&ional r&cs&nabihty. 

Reid [4: conjectures that any such G can have at most (approx.) 2p points. Our 
construction in Sections 2 and 4 disprove this conjecture, using higher-rank 
matroids (rank >3) in a nontrivial way. 

In fl, pp.. lO&llQJ, Baprlawslci and Reid construct examples of matroids G with 
the following prop&&: 

(0 xJGI= (PI- 
(2) G is a forbid& n minor for rationaL rcprcsentability. 

These matroids all .have at most :2p +3 points. It was conjectured that any such 
mat&d can have at most approximately 2p points. We disprove that here, giving 
a: co&ctii of ,examplcs of m&o& satisfy&~ both (1) and (2) with cardinal@ 
betateen 2p+2~and~4p-4..and:r&k between 3 and p+L. 

2.X Let p a5 b;e prune ‘a&d iconsider the following matrix Mp: 

c 1 . . . c* 
I 

ai a2 a3 a4 a5 46 cr7 h 09 010 

11011011101 10 
1,012013014 0 1 
1 1 1 3 1 1 4_\ 1 1, .5 l ** 1 1 
0111000000 0 0 
0000111000 

o..oo 131-l Ii 
: . . 0 0 0 

830-S ’ 

1- 

P-1 

f; 

: . 

0 

1 -. 

i 0 0 
0 ti 1 1 
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We take dependences over FP, giving us our matroid Gp’ This matroid has the 
foIIowing geometric interpretation. Let I be the line determined by the equations 
xr+xz=xg, x4=. ' * =x~+~=O. Each tim e we add one in our matrix 4 we 
choose a new plane in a new dimension. There are a total of p - 1 such plaues, 
TQ, . . . , +_I. (See Fig. 1.) 

IluWMn 22. (1) G, is a sequentially unique mat&l. 

(2) x,&&J = (PI. 

(3) G,, is a foridfen minor for representability over the raticnak. 

Before we prove Theorem 2.2, we consider a specific example. Let D = 5. l%en 

MS= 

cl c2 fh c4 CS c6 01 ~2 113 a, as 06 Q7 Qa &I @lo 

“1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 17 
010000101201301 4 II 

0010001113114115 
0001000111000000, 
0000100000 1110 0 o/ 

p 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1; 

The planes rri (1 C i < 4) are picturcd in Fig. 1. The ‘empty circles’ appearing on 
I represent points of I in the ambient projective space which are not in the 
matroid G5. 



The dependence ,{cci, q; c6, urO} yields a ‘subdeterminant equal to 5. The result- 
ing matroid GS has rank 6 and cardinality 16 and ~pm(Gs) = (5). 

Paht (3) of Theorem 2.2 says that any minor of G5 can be coordinatixed over Q. 
We demonstrate that fact for deletion by exhibiti& a matrix that simultaneously 
I-c@sents G~-x,~ovver_,~~~_ .@ over Q. We choose X = 4c3 for this example; the 
argmnen__%& .+V&&r for othe&hoioes for x, ‘: ,.j )_ 

,‘% 

I.& MS--xhe ilie pat& r&nxadhg GJ 
-I 

-;FC where x’k 43. We build A&-J: as 
fohows: _ We* may #a@t@e the cohnnns preceding oj in,“& receive the same 
coordinates in MS 7.d To &oordinatixe a4, the depndeuces (ca +:a2, ad) and 
{ccl, al, a2;&) giv? a z = [l, yt y C It 1, 8, O] where y is temporarily indeterminate 
No other dependence invo@ug s&mns pre&ng (and including) Qg will deter- 
mine a value ior y!, so F.Y r,+.i y__ _rr__:L .__ __ __? _*- -&e. +*q+ a)++{nn $0 m and ?fs, 

tIkh&ms iafz, a&,, ag“kd ate ~$1 receive the same coordinates as they did in MS 
{their definirig, dependences did not depend on fs or a.+). However, a:= 
[l, y + 1, y +2,0,1, O] in A&--t (from the three. dependences {c~, c3, a5, a,}, 
{Cl, iiri Qs, 4,:: an d ~c4,~4~w471~ y$ a&=Clj::y+% Y +3,0,0,11- Thus, 1-.’ 

cl c2 c3 cd CS % aI e 04 aS ab a7 a8 a9 

0 1 y+l 0 

MS-x= 

Mow the dependence {cl, e,‘c6, aI0} gives y +3 = 0. Hence if we set y = -3 in 
MS-x, then we have a coordinatixation of G5 - x over FS. To see that this is also 
a cocrrdiuatixation tiver Q, we must verify ti*.at 5 divides no nonxero subdetermin- 
ant in MS--x. A :iystematic check of,@se subjeterminants establishes this, and 
hence MS-x simultaneously represents GS- x over the fields Fs and Q. (In fact, 
MS-x represents G5, -x over FD for. any p.~ 5 and G5 is a forbidden minor for 
representability over Fp for any p > 5.) 

An alternate form for the matrix &, which is more geometrically suggestive, is 
$-lfen below: 

010101010101 
0011 0012 001-3 
1111 00100 0000 

i. 

old 1 
00 1 p-l 
000 0 

0 1111 0000 .” i 1 
0 1111 . 

0 

“.I,! , 

I 

.OOO. 0 

I 1 111 1. 
m! 
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A more detailed analysis of deletion and consideration of contraction are 
included in the proof of Theorem 2.2, which we now give. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. (1) From [2], we may assume the first nonzero entry in 
each row of the submatrix [ul, d,u2, . . . , Q~~_~] and the first non-zero entry in each 
column of 4 are all equal to one. For each R, 1s i G 3p - 5, we list the (less than 
or equal to) three planes whose intersection determines the remaining coordi- 
nates. (If k < 3 planes appear, then 4- k of the entries in column ai are assumed 
to be 1 without loss of generality.) 

l&1: w2c3. 

Fat leiap-2, 

431-l: w3~+3; c2ci+3a1, 

&i : ClC2Q3i-1 ; fl~+3a1; c2%+3, 

a3i+l: CialQ3i-1; C2Q:a3i-l; Ci+ta3i-2Q3i. 

Hence each column is uniquely determined and (1) is proven. 
(2) The dependence cl, c2, ~p+~, a3p_5 gives a subdeterminant equal to p. Thus, 

these four columns will be dependent over a field F if and only if char(F) = p. 
Since G,, is sequentially unique, x&G,) = {p} and we are done. 

(3) The proof of (3) is long and not particularly illuminating. It involves 
checking various subdeterminants of matrices representing G,, - x and G,,/x to 
verify rational representability. It is included here for completeness. 

We must show that any minor of GP is coordinatizable over Q. We separate 
into two cases. 

Case 1. Deletion. It sufhces to show tbat GP -x is coordinatizable over Q for 
each x E GP. First we delete the column corresponding to X. Then we can 
coordinatize GP --x ‘as freely as possible’ by leaving the columns preceding x 
unchanged, and recoordinatiziug subsequent columns. 

Let & -x be our general matrix (derived from 4) representing G,, - x. We 
now give M,, - x explicitly for each x E GP In Table 1, I gives r-ach point x in turn 
to be deleted from G,,, II gives the form of the columns in k&, and III gives the 
equations that the variables introduced in II must satisfy. As usual, the column 
corresponding to x is deleted from M,, in MP -3~. (In II, the nonzero entries 
appearing after position 3 are assumed to be in position i + 2 or j+ 2, ;IS 

appropriate.! 
AU the equstions in III are satisfied over Q. For example, x = CI implies 

y=lz-1 and zql/(p-1). 
We will show that the matrices MP -_x described above simultaneously repres- 

ent IG,, - _., r over FP and over Q. To do this, we systematically examine subdeter- 



Fcrr Izcicp-1, 
X”G+z 

*=a, 

Par 2<i6p- 1, 
x=au_2 

1 

For 26i6p- 1. 

x-oji-4 

x = a*-5 

#:~=[1,0,0,....0J 
F$&:a*;ibp+$ : 
&+=[I,q-J ,...* 2 I..., !.I] 
8~_34tlJ.O I... ,YI...>,Ol 
8~,=$1,(i-1).2,~i-1)x-1,0 ,..., l,..., 01 

. ‘_ 

Same as cl, exo@t penbite rows of &.,-x by (1 3 2). 

11;-*=[0,0 ,..., l..., 01 
4&3=Clr-1.0 I..., l,...) 03 
.&_2=&?,i#iO, . . . . -l,..., O] 
For iCj6p-1, 
4_2=El*y+j-i-l,y+j-io ,..., l,..., O] 

Some as sid3 below, where i = 0 in coordinates 

For iCjcp-1, 
iZ-25[1,y+j-iytj-i+l,O,...,l,..., 01 

!Game 88 %I-3, where eji-2 does not appear 

For isjep-1, 
&24,y+j-l,y+j,‘O ,..., l,...,O] 

y-(i+l-p)=O 

y--(l-p)=0 

y-(i-p)=0 

same as a3i_3 

y-(l-p)=0 

minants of 4-x Let S be a collection.of p+l cohunns tit .&-x for some x. 
Fm 1. %qqose the p + 1 cohmxns of S are unchq~ed by deletion of x We 

show i-+ D divides no nonzero subdetermjnant c$ this form. We also reniark that 
this comple*ely &&es for x k Q fP_5, 
form. 

since all sub&t&xminants of iQ& - x have this 

Suppose d = de@) # 0. The cohmins in Mr, with nomxa entries in r0w i + 2 
(i > 1) correqund precisdy to the -points of Gp lying in, plane q. Since d # 0, S 
must contain columns corresponding to’$oints in each plane ?rf (i > 1). Since there 
are p -2 such planes and r(C;,j = p + 1, there are only 3 other c&nnns in S. 

We order the c&mns in S so that” fqr 4 9.gj & has a imnzero entry (namely, 1) 
in row i. If column by has a nonzero entry in row i for i > 3; then‘ perform the 
elemt%Mry &mm operatin bl - 4 to repla& 6%; %niiarly, refilace bz and 6, by 
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b- 4 and b3- & respectively if necessary. Now our submatrix looks like this: 

in, bz b3 l l l &+I 

;; ; ; ; . . . 0 

. 
: 

&. g2 g3 0 
0 0 0 1 
. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 0 

0 00-*-O I 

To determine the possible values for e, fi and g, (1 c i c 3), we consider the 
pairwise differences of appropriate columns in l&,. A computation reveals that the 
first 3 entries in !ij must be of one of the following forms: 

10010 1 
01011 k, 
0 0 1 1 1 k+1 

where -1 s k d p - 2. A check of the possible 3 x 3 subdeterminants generated 
gives us Idl<p. 

Thus S is linearly dependent in 4 -x (over Q or over FJ iff S is linearly 
dependent in the matrix obtained from MP by simply deleting the column 
corresponding to x (over I$). Since the latter matrix clearly represents GP -x 
(over I$), we have S is linearly dependent in 4 -x (over Q or over FJ ifl the 
corresponding points of GP - x are dependent. This completes Fart 1. 

Part 2. Now suppose S contains columns whose coordinates are changed after 
x is delected. Then we may assume y or z (or both) appear in S. Again, we show 
that S is linearly dependent over Q B the corresponding points in GV - x are 
dependent. This amounts to showing that p divides no nonxero subdeterminant of 
4 -x and that Z$ -x represents GP -x over I$. 

Let det(S) = d Since y was chosen to be a root of a certain subdeterminant ar 
(3, we get d =O (mod p) implies d = 0. A careful proof of this follows from 
consideration of the lengthy list of the subdeterminants of I& -x. In each case, if 
Li = 0 (mod p), then either d = 0 for reasons having nothing to do with y or for the 
reason mentioned above. In either case, the column dependences of iIfP -x are 
the same over Q as they are over FP. 

‘It remains to show that i&,-x represents GP -x over Fp’ To do this, we show 
that the rational equations which y satides are the only restrictions on y arising 
from the matroid d-:pendences of GP --x. We examine the k-point circuits in G, 
for k > 4 to show no other equation involving y will arise. 

Let C be any 5 point circuit in GP. Then C C_ 9 U ?ri for some pair i # j. To see 



th& suppose ,C contains~points in 3 different plarks ni, q and ?r&. Now the points 
of +@#@7ond to’the* ve+tors’&r the tiatrixA$ .with notixero. entries @ row i + 2. 
Furthermork, ‘there are’ no v&tors in n?r, +#krneio$itd& ii’tmi .2 of the 3 
rows i -t- 2; ) *2, k + 2 (for f,. j, ‘k #I); whence; & a~lin~ai$omb’inMitin of the points 
of C to be zero, C must in&d@ 8t least 2 points each f&m w;,‘ 9, and Irk (unless, 
i, j or ii equals 1). Thisis i.tu@sslbie, wince C has only 5 points. NOW if i = 1 (say), 
then C must still cont&r 2 pcints each fkvq and & The r&der may thea 
vefjfy that this cannot happen either by checking cl, &, Ci, and a1 in turn as 
potential members of C. Hence every S+oint circuit is contained in q U wf for 
some pair i # j. 

But every !&point subset of rrlkJ wj is dependent (since t(?Ti U q) = 4) and 
hence no new information can be obtain& Oy examining Spoint circuits. 

For even larger circuits, similar arguments prevail. beach case, the information 
obtakd from. exami@g,t&e ,$ruuitswim alreadyL be *own. 

Thus the matroid GP-x is.represent@ by the mat& w --x over both Q and 
F’ This concludes our consideration of tise 1, deletion. 

Case 2. Contraction. Again it sufkes to show G&x is coordin&zable over Q 
for each x E G, As in Case 1, let A@ be the general matrix representing GJx. 
We form A4& in much the same way we formed && -x in Case 1. For full 
consideration, see Table 2. c 

For each x E Gpl MJx will simultaneously represent Gpix over FP and Q. The 
proof is similar to the one given for deletion, and we omit it. This completes our 
consideration of Case 2. 

Thus, any minor of 0, &n&e represented over Q. Hence GP is a forbidden 
minor for rational representation and (3) is proven. 0 

i _. 

Bcarplrt ‘23 If we exkine the proof of Theorem 2.2 closely, then we see that we 
could te&ce ,the ration& with F4 for any prime q >p. $nce all the subdetti- 
minants occurkg in 4 7 x and A4Jx (for any x E GP) are the products of prinzs 
less tkzn p, we have q E x&G, -x) and q E x&C&/x) for any x E Gp’ Thus, we can 
k,L ’ ‘or (3) in Theorem 2.2 by 

(33 GP IS a ~fo@iden ‘&or for E$epresentaMity’ for any prime q > p. 
We note that (3’) implies (3). This follows froti~ f3, Proposition 3.41, which 

creates an integer matrix simultaneously representing a matroid Ik over each 
prime q >p. ?“hen ,fi is rep&en$d &er Q by tl& same matrix, and setting 
H == G, - x or G&T., we h&: .(3j. 

Let c be an ordered partition of p - 1. We write p - 1 = bI -I- b2 + - l - f bk, where 
each bi -0 and k > 1. We associate a matroid with (Y in the following way. Each 
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Table 2. Recoordinatizing G&c” 

1 IP III” 

X=C, 

For lSi9p-2, 

x = G+, 

x=c, 

X=CJ 

x=4, 

For l~iap-2, 
x = apt-, 

For lGiGp-2, 
x=asi 

For lai;s;p-2, 

X=hi+l 

x = a3p_s 

For ldirrip-2, 
a$+1 =[l, r, + 1.0,. . . , r,, . . . ,O] 

For isjep-2. 

(l+i-,:)ri=l 

o~_,=rl,Y,y+l,o I.... 01 
4~+l=[1.y+j-i,y+j+1-i,0 ,..., l,..., 0] 
If i<p-2. 
a:,-l =[l.O, 1,O.. . . ,01 
O~~=[O*l~l*O~***~O] 

y+(p-l-i)=0 

Same as x = q+*, with i = 2, with 2nd entry of axi-* 
deleted y+(p-3)=0 

For l&iGp-2, 
4~i=[O,l,O....,y,....O] y-(l-p)=0 
a$+l=[l,l+iz,O ,_.., l,..., 0] yz = 1 

For ISiGp-2, 
azi+ =[O, 1.0, . . . , 1, . - . , 01 
aTt=[l,O ,..., y ,..., 01 

a$+, =[l+ir,l,O ,..., l,..., 01 
yz = 1 
y+(p-l)=O 

For coh.u~s not in w*+,, recoordinatize as in x = cit3 
e~+;,=[l,O,l,O ,...) 01 
o;i=[l,-l,o ,..., 01 Same as x =c,+~ 
dzzi+* = [O, 1, l,O, * . . ,Ol 

For columns not in ?T~+~, recoordinatize as in x = ~i+~ 
c~++3=[0,1,1,0 ,..., 01 
a;_* -El, -l,O, . - . , 01 Sameasx=qi3 

a~~+,=Cl,y-l,y,....Ol 

For c&mns not in ?T~+~, recoordinatize as in x = ci+3 
czp = [1, Y, Y + LO. . . . I 01 
aTi-1 =[O, 1, LO,. . . , 01 Same 9s x =c,+, 
oTi=[l,i,i+l,O ,..., 01 

c;+,=[l,-l,O,. . . ,Ol 
a&-, =[O, 1. LO, . . ., 01 
a~P-a=[1.p-2,p-1,0,.. .,Ol 

None 

--- - 

a As before, all equations in III are satisfied over Q. 
buy column which does not appear explicitly in 11 is recoordinatized by deleting entry i 

(where x E w,). 
c Nonzero entries appearing in row i > 3 are now in row i - 1 if i > j + 2 (where x E m,) ad 

remain in row i, otherwise. 



160 43. Gtndim 

block h .wU ccrrespond to a plane We (as in Example 2.1) which adds bt to our 

11223 l ** dl 0 1 d,+l d,+l. die2 di+2 dz 

1 2 2 3 3 dx 1 1 d,+g &+2 &+3 d,+3 l .+ d,+l ... 

00000 0 1 1 -3’: 0,;1 0 1 

000 0 0 0 0 

qk 

/ 

10 1 1 

0 1 d&1+1 &-_l+f 

1 1 Pi&*+2 c&-s+2 l .* dk+1 

l **oo 0 0 
: : : : . . * . 

00 0 0 

11 1 0 

‘M&g dependences of i&&_ over the prime p, we get a matroid GP,_. As in 
Section 2, we have nontrivial planes q, . . . , wk (one for each. block of a). In 
addition, each,J.x!xsk bt contributes br - 1 ,qew points to 1. 

Umzs 3.1, For a and G,,& described ihue, we have r(Gm) = k +2 and jG,,J = 
2(p + k - 1). 

&mf. By construction of GW, the number of plla~cs q equals k (the number of 
blocks in the’partitiofi (u). By construction of iI&,? rank equals (number of planes 
W;)i”2. so ?(G&&= C+2. 

TO asnqute fG,l, we just co+ the columns of the matrix IQ,,rr. Each plane q 
con&s at ‘IeaSt 4 points, Furt&rmo&, each block & in a contributes’ 2(bi - 1) 
morep0intskr.G~. !3o 

1(;~,,1=4k$-2:(bl-l)f(,hz-1)+ ... C(Es,-l)] 

1’ =4ki;xp-l-k]=2(p+k-1). El 
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Tbeorom3.2. LetaandG,,,_beasabow. Then 
(1) Gplo is a sequentially unique mat&d. 
(2)’ xlic(G,,) 4&& 
(3) Gtia k a fwbidden minor for rational representability. 

The proof of Theorem 3.2 is virtually the same as the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Verifying (5) and (2) is straightforward, while (3) requires checking subdetermin- 
a& of the niatrices representing one point deletions and contractions of G,. We 
on&’ the poof. 

As an example, let p = 7 and let a = (2,1,3). Then 

M.+_$; $FJ 

l&u& 33. (a) Let (~=(l,l,..., l), the partition of all ones. Then Gp.o! = GP 
from-Section 2. 

(b) Let ~19 (p - l), the partition with just on& block. Then we add 3 columns to 
M& giving a matroid isomorphic to L&j El, p. 1081, where L,(p) is the 
dependence matroid over FP of the matrix 

10011101010 1 0’ 
0 10 110 11111 a.* I 1 
00010112233 p-l 1 p-l - 

In this case, r(G,,)=3 and IGml=2p+3. 
To see th# the mat&is that arise from different ordered partitions are not 

~,somorphic, we prove a proposition. 

R~~w@&M 3.4. For each prime p, we have constwted 2p-2 pairwise non- 
isomlorphic matroids G,, (indexed by o&ted partitions) satisfying: 

(1) 3~r(G&~p+l; 
(2) 2p+2:6[GP,&4p-4; 

(3) x,AG,,) = ipI; ad 
(4) G,, is a forbidden minor for Q-representability. 

proof. Since there are 2p-2 ordered partitions of p - 1, we need only show that 
different ordered parititions give different matroids. 

Now suppose that GP,= - Gp,@ (where ‘-’ means ‘is isomorphic to’). Then cy and 
@ must have the same number of blocks, ox else r(G,.,)# r(GpSa). Suppose 



cx=(a1,a2,..., &) and fi = (b,!, b2, . .‘. , b& Further, let q, ; . . , Sk be the nontri-’ 
vial planes in G,,* and TV, . . . , ‘rk the nomrivi& phW% in GO,,. Then these @u$s 
must correspond to each other, (in some order) under the isomatphism, sincethese 
are the only rank 3 pSan&in C&. andX&. containing I. ~(andthus ha&g high 
enough card+ity). 

m* ,*+ + for&. l;ci_J+lc* : ’ 

w$&&&w.& &m&,& i = l* since .&*’ n; hd +; hav; ‘wo pairs of ,ines 

_&&&, 1 ,&&&&: & ‘&f f&d ‘& &,j &hei ;piane feGept ‘wk and ik), we’ have’ 

no choice but ?rl - q. (vl- rR is not possible since it imphesz, yi2A-~1 which 
contradiMs the previous senteuce.) 

Now assume irl andq-e fer,ahj<j;-Wcshow q-q. Since w~_~-T~_~, we 
know that any line :‘ia ni_,, must- correspond to a line in. q_,. Now consider 
{XI, ~2, ~3~ %I and &, y~yay& dependent pbes in C& a# G,, respectively, 
such that xl - Y19 %t2Y2Y xl%Sq~l* ylyasTi.-l, GC ITS, and ysy4 5 ri (see Fig. 
2). Then x3x4- y~y.4 (a~ dependences are preserved under matroid’isomorphism). 
Hence 7rf - 71 (since TV YT~, for some, j) and the tilaim is proven. 

NOW q-5 for all i$tq=~b( for all i. Thus, q=@ and we are done. C 

Recall that. the dual G* of a matroid, G will have the same prime-field 
characteristic set as G and will be a forbidden minor for coordinatization iff G is. 
Hence, for each GP& in PropositilJn’3.4, ,G$,a will also work. So we get 

8. 
1-1 

/ 
Fig. 

‘1. 
1 
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Co&lary 3.5. Let ~25. Then there are at least 2p-1 pairwise non-isomor#c 
matroids with prime-field set {p} that are ali for&&en minors for rational represen- 
tability. 

Roof. We need only check that Gta+ GP,@ for any ordered partitions OL and /3. 
Suppose Glf, - G,* men IGz,l = IGp.olT so (Y and j3 must hzve the same number 
of blocks, say k. Now r(GEJ = IGn_pI - r(GpJ = 2p + k -4 from Lemma 3.1. But 
r(GEJ = r(G& 3 2p +- k - 4 = k + 2 3 p = 3, which is a contradiction. Hence 
G*,+ Gp,@ and the corollary is proven. Cl 

We note that we can consider the matrix IL& over characteristic 0. Then we 
obtain 2p-’ matroids G& with 

(1) ~~(Gb.o)={qprime:q>p)U{O}. 
(21 Gao is an excluded minor for characteristic p. 

We note that G& is not an excluded minor for FP, however. For example, c;l,,- x 
for x = a1 is representable over characteristic p, but when we try to assign a 
prime-field value to the indeterminate y, we are forced into recreating a subdeter- 
minant equal to p. This problem does not arise over F,(y), where y is transcen- 
dental, since we need never assign y any value. 

4. A projective dwd conslrnction 

We can construct a kind of projective dual to the matroid Gp defined in Section 
2. We will describe this matroid here, but we leave the proofs of all the theorems 
to the interested reader. 

In the matroid G,, we had a collection of planes pi which shared a common line 
1. We now define a matroid HP in which the planes ‘iri all share a common point 
Q. (See Fig. 3.) 

Let N be the following matrix: 

b11201130114 0 11 p-l 0 1 1 P’ 

1 11100000000 0 0 0 0 0 11 1 

0 0 1 1 11110000 0 0 0 0 

0000001111 1 1 .*. 

00000011 

00 DO 

0 0 0 0 

1 1 I 1 0 r! 0 0 

pooooooooooo 0 0 1 1 10 11, 



(2) Iip is a forbi&ie?l minor for riHiQna1 ?q?rtwzmion. 

We cm imitate the generalization in Section 3 to define efl for any ordered 
~PiUtiltiO~ a of p- 1. If QI = (,ki, l s * l 9) each block 21~ will add & - 1 points to the 
Sine 6 (= TQ ngi+&. We leave the explicit formuMion of qm to the reader. 

7llqmmlA2. Letp3 bepri??ae. 
(1) y(IEpp)=k+l. 
(2) P&,,A=2(p+k-1). 
(3) :~&x) = (PI. 
(4) d ;.a is a forbidden minor for rational representation. 
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Finally, combining this construction with Corollary 3.5, we can replace 2p-1 by 
Zp in Corollarjf 3.5. 
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